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PETER DICKINSON, the British composer, writer and pianist, is an Emeritus
Professor of the University of Keele (where he set up the Music Department 
and its Centre for American Music in 1974) and of the University of London. 
He was Head of Music at the Institute of United States Studies at the University 
of London (1997-2004). 

Dickinson’s music has been commissioned by some of the leading performers 
and there are several CDs available including four on Albany Records – 
Piano Concerto/Outcry/Organ Concerto; Songcycles (Auden, Dylan Thomas, 
E. E. Cummings and John Heath-Stubbs); Rags, Blues & Parodies (Burns, Byron,
Gregory Corso and Stevie Smith); and Pianos Voices and Brass (Emily Dickinson,
John Heath-Stubbs) – and his Complete Organ Works 1953–99 on Naxos.
Dickinson’s books include studies of Lennox Berkeley, Billy Mayerl, Aaron Copland,
John Cage and Lord Berners. As a pianist he had a long partnership involving
international concerts, broadcasts and recordings with his sister, the mezzo-
soprano Meriel Dickinson. Peter Dickinson first met John Cage in 1960. In 1987
he made a BBC Radio 3 documentary that became the basis of his book CageTalk:
Dialogues with and about John Cage (University of Rochester Press 2006).

This Eccles Centre Lecture was first given as a keynote address at the annual
conference of the British Association for American Studies at the University of
Edinburgh on 29 March 2008. It was repeated at the British Library on 30 March
2009. Peter Dickinson also gave a lecture on Cage at the BAAS Conference held
at St Catherine’s College, Oxford, on 1 April 1977.
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JOHN CAGE WAS ALL THE RAGE 

‘His primary contribution to music, visual art, and literature, may
be said to be his establishment of compositional systems based
upon the principles of indeterminacy: indeed, by adapting Zen
Buddhist meditative practices to composition, Cage succeeded 
in bringing both authentic spiritual ideas and a liberating
attitude…to the enterprise of Western art.’ Laura Kuhn1

John Cage could only have been an American phenomenon and one emanating
from the West Coast. He was born in Los Angeles in 1912 and died in New
York just before his eightieth birthday in 1992. His father was an inventor who
designed a pioneering submarine that broke records in a symbolic way. With 
a crew of thirteen men it stayed underwater for thirteen hours on Friday the
thirteenth – but it was regarded as a failure since it emitted bubbles.

Cage’s Californian childhood was affected by his Aunt Phoebe, who loved 
the music of Grieg. For a time Cage wanted to spend his life playing the
Norwegian composer’s pretty piano pieces. Aunt Marge was another influence
– she sang so beautifully in the church choir that tears came into Cage’s eyes,
but he never forgave his Uncle Walter for making her give up singing when
they married. Cage was impressed when he came across a composer, Fanny
Charles Dillon, who based her music on birdsong before Olivier Messiaen
became known for doing this.

Cage started his higher education at Pomona College, outside Los Angeles,
where he read Gertrude Stein, the American avant-garde writer who spent
most of her life in Paris. Her Tender Buttons was published in 1914 when 
this kind of thing would have been found very shocking: 

What is the use of a violent kind of delightfulness if there is no
pleasure in not getting tired of it. The question does not come

JOHN CAGE WAS ALL THE RAGE 1

1 ‘Introduction to the Visual Art Works of John Cage’, 2005, lecture script provided by
the author. Laura Kuhn is Director of the John Cage Trust at Bard College.
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before there is a quotation. In any kind of place there is a top to
covering and it is a pleasure/ at any rate there is some venturing
in refusing to believe nonsense. It shows what use there is in a
whole piece if one uses it and it is extreme/ and very likely the
little things could be dearer but in any case there is a bargain/
and if there is the best thing to do is to take it away and wear
it/ and then be reckless be reckless and resolved on returning
gratitude. 

Cage’s first essay imitating that style was graded A. The next one was failed!
He got tired of everybody being asked to read the same books so he dropped
out of college.

In 1930, when he was seventeen, he went off to Paris. For a time he worked
in the office of the architect Ernö Goldfinger but gave that up; he discovered
the music of Bach but he couldn’t face taking piano lessons seriously; so he
wandered about Europe, painting, writing poetry and first composed music 
on the island of Majorca. He was naturally at home in all the arts, a feature 
of his later career.

In 1931 he returned to Los Angeles and did odd jobs. These included giving
lectures on music to housewives, selling tickets from door to door, naively
admitting he didn’t know much about the subject but would find out by the
first class. Fortunately he met a pupil of the renowned Austrian composer 
and teacher Arnold Schoenberg and studied composition with him, learning 
to use Schoenberg’s famous twelve-note technique in his own way. In 1933
Cage went to New York where he met the experimental composer and
entrepreneur Henry Cowell. Cage must have been impressed that Cowell was
the first to play the piano with fists and forearms. Even Bartok asked Cowell’s
permission to use what were called tone-clusters. Cowell was also interested
in oriental music and Cage attended his classes at the New School for Social
Research.

The following year Cage went back to California where he studied with
Schoenberg, who had moved to America to escape the Nazi persecution 
of Jews. Cage often said he idolised him. It was an extraordinary meeting
between American innocence and European experience. Schoenberg had 

2 JOHN CAGE WAS ALL THE RAGE
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to teach him free of charge and later said he was: ‘not a composer but an
inventor – of genius’.2

Cage’s Five Songs to poems of E. E. Cummings are an attractive example 
of his work in the late 1930s. These are very early poems by Cummings
published in 1923. The fourth song sets ‘hist whist’, a kind of children’s piece.
It deals with ‘little itchie mouses with scuttling eyes’ that ‘rustle and run and
hidehidehide’. We are urged to ‘look out for the old woman with the wart 
on her nose – what she’ll do to yer nobody knows – for she knows the devil –
the great green dancing devil’. Cage responds to this whimsical situation with
alacrity and anticipates later composers fascinated by Cummings’ experimental
verbal techniques.

Cage defined his musical interests in the later 1930s in ways that affected the
rest of his career. He became involved in music for percussion instruments,
sometimes home-made ones, sometimes adapted ones like his special
invention, the prepared piano, and he also started using electronics to create
music instead of just reproducing it through recordings. In 1937 he wrote 
a manifesto called The Future of Music:

I believe that the use of noise to make music will continue and
increase until we reach a music produced through the aid of
electronic instruments which will make available for musical
purposes all sounds that can be heard. Photoelectric, film and
mechanical mediums for the synthetic production of music will
be explored. Whereas in the past the point of disagreement 
has been between dissonance and consonance, it will be in the
immediate future, between noise and so-called musical sound.
The present methods of writing music will be inadequate for 
the composer who will be faced with the entire field of sound.3

JOHN CAGE WAS ALL THE RAGE 3

2 Peter Yates, Twentieth Century Music: Its evolution from the end of the harmonic era
into the present era of sound, London, 1968, 243.

3 John Cage, Silence, Middletown, CT, 1961, 3.
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Cage formed percussion groups out of his friends and eagerly asked
Schoenberg to come and hear them. They met on Tuesdays – Schoenberg 
said he wasn’t free that night. Cage said they could meet any other night 
of the week – Schoenberg said he wasn’t free then either!

The works Cage wrote for percussion groups have now become classics in 
the field. Between 1939 and 1941 he wrote three pieces called Constructions
in Metal for several players incorporating home-made percussion instruments
such as car brake drums and a gong lowered into a bucket of water whilst
being beaten – all with fascinating results. 

Another essential part of Cage is his connection with dance. This began when
he became a pianist for Bonnie Bird’s dance classes at the Cornish School in
Seattle, Washington. It was here that Cage met the dancer and choreographer
Merce Cunningham who would become one of the twentieth century’s most
influential dancers and choreographers with his own company and a long list
of ballets produced in conjunction with Cage. Although Cage had married –
and eventually divorced – he took up with Cunningham for the rest of his 
life but never ‘came out’ as a gay man.

Cage found dancers ready to accept his music when the musical profession
was scornful. He even wrote his music based on the dancers’ system of counts
– measured lengths of time. It was at a dance class that Cage first discovered
the prepared piano. Some metal objects happened to roll onto the strings
inside and Cage realised he’d got a whole new world of sound and had
invented a new instrument.4 He attached objects to the strings and the
instrument looked like a piano but the sound was completely transformed.
Virgil Thomson, one of the first influential New York critics to support Cage,
called it ‘a ping qualified by a thud’. Cage’s first piece for prepared piano was
performed with a dance in 1940 and for the next ten years he increasingly
became known for this special discovery. He completed a major cycle called
Sonatas and Interludes in 1948. It occupies a whole CD and its impact is
shown by the fact that there are now a dozen recordings available.5

4 JOHN CAGE WAS ALL THE RAGE

4 See Bonnie Bird’s interview with Rebecca Boyle in CageTalk, 71. 
5 For a comparative assessment see Peter Dickinson, ‘The Collection: John Cage’s

Sonatas and Interludes for Prepared Piano’, Gramophone, February 2007, 46-51.
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At this stage all of Cage’s music was written down with the sounds planned 
in the notated tradition of Western music. In 1943 a concert at the Museum
of Modern Art in New York established him as a leading avant-garde figure.
Then he became Music Director of the Merce Cunningham Dance Company
that later created controversy by not coordinating dance and music in the 
way choreographers usually do but just letting them co-exist independently. 
In effect the dancers would ignore the music and they might not hear it until 
the first performance.

But the decisive event in the later 1940s was that Cage became involved 
with Eastern philosophy. First the Indian ideas of Ananda Coomeraswarmy
who said: ‘Art should imitate nature in her manner of operation’. Then Zen
Buddhism as outlined in the lectures given by D. T. Suzuki at Columbia
University. As a result, Cage turned against self-expression and would 
become obsessed with finding ways of taking his own tastes and desires 
out of his work.

He thought he had found an ally in the eccentric French composer 
Erik Satie (1866-1925). In 1948 Cage was teaching at the progressive Black
Mountain College in North Carolina and put on a Satie Festival of twenty-five
concerts. Unfortunately his audience was mainly of German immigrants who
were surprised when he announced:

With Beethoven the parts of a composition were defined by
means of harmony – with Satie and Webern by time-lengths.
Was Beethoven right: or are Satie and Webern right? I answer
immediately and unequivocally, Beethoven was in error, and 
his influence, which has been as extensive as it is lamentable,
has been deadening to the art of music.6

Satie’s influence comes through in Cage’s meditative piece for piano or harp
called In a Landscape. This is still written conventionally and by 2008 there
were eleven recordings.

JOHN CAGE WAS ALL THE RAGE 5

6 Calvin Tomkins, The Bride and the Bachelors, New York, 1965, 102.
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Following his involvement with Zen, Cage’s next discovery was the I Ching,
the Ancient Chinese Book of Changes. It provided a mechanism for answering
questions through tossing coins and using charts that he later computerised.
From 1951 Cage employed it to decide the notes and other aspects of his
compositions. Chance music was born, based on these methods of random
selection. I interviewed Cage in 1987:

JC I’ve come to the conclusion that the common denominator of my activity,
whether it be with music or now writing or graphic work, is non-intention.

PD When you had intention, as in the Sonatas and Interludes, when you
chose the sounds ‘as one chooses shells while walking along a beach’
you got through to people…By the time of Music of Changes you’re
taking yourself out. Do you ever regret this?

JC No.

PD Because whatever it is about you that fascinates people, it is you and
not somebody else. It’s your personality…

JC No, but we have so many personalities we don’t need one more! [laughs]7

Cage found allies amongst younger composers making up a group that became
known as the New York School – with Morton Feldman, Earle Brown and
Christian Wolff. These colleagues did not emulate Cage’s commitment to chance.
Morton Feldman had his own type of slow, soft, trance-like style; Earle Brown
developed a flexible approach to notation through jazz, and told me he was 
very critical of the way Cage treated orchestras where the players did not know
whether what they were playing would get through the microphone system or
not;8 Wolff has provided opportunities for performer choice and improvisation 
and his later works make political statements.9 Merce Cunningham did use 

6 JOHN CAGE WAS ALL THE RAGE

7 Peter Dickinson, CageTalk: Dialogues with and about John Cage, Rochester, 2006,
39. My BBC Radio 3 documentary John Cage: Inventor of Genius was first broadcast
on 20 November 1989 and repeated immediately after Cage’s death on 13 August
1992. The producer was Anthony Cheevers. The full interviews with Cage, his friends
and critics became the basis of CageTalk. 

8 Peter Dickinson, CageTalk, 142-3.
9 See Christian Wolff in London: in Conversation with David Ryan and Anton

Lukoszevieze, Eccles Centre for American Studies, British Library, London, 2007.
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chance for his choreography but had to make modifications to avoid dancers
crashing into each other. Cage was always much affected by painters and his 
New York friends included luminaries such as Marcel Duchamp, Willem de
Kooning, Jasper Johns and Robert Rauschenberg. Above all he met the brilliant
pianist David Tudor whose dedicated virtuosity provided Cage with performances
nobody else could match. They gave recitals together on tour in the main
European centres.

Once Cage had accepted his new philosophy, his piano music sounded very
different – compare the fragmented broken-glass explosions of the Music 
of Changes series with the tranquil In a Landscape only three years earlier.

1952 was a landmark year for Cage. He moved into music theatre as well 
as working with tape-recordings but this year launched his notorious 4’ 33”. 
It is often referred to as the silent piece and it can be ‘performed’ by any
number of players – not just piano – although nobody makes a sound. 
Cage had realised that the random procedures he was using to compose
music could at some point produce a nil return – silence.  It was the pianist
David Tudor who gave the first performance. In 1987 he recalled: ‘It was 
very intense and it still is because it is a piece of music that exists in time, 
and you have to pay attention to what’s happening when you perform it. 
Each performance has memorable moments.’10

When Cage was asked in 1976 what his greatest contribution to music had
been he even said:

I think perhaps my best piece, at least the one I like the most, is
the silent piece: 4’ 33”. It has three movements and in all of the
movements there are no sounds. I wanted the music to be free
of my own likes and dislikes, because I think music should be
free of the feelings and ideas of the composer. I have felt and
hope to lead people to feel that the sounds of their environment
constitute a music which is more interesting than the music they
would hear if they went into a concert hall.11

JOHN CAGE WAS ALL THE RAGE 7

10 Peter Dickinson, CageTalk, 142-3.
11 Interview with Jeff Goldberg, Transatlantic Review 55/56, May 1976, 105. 
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8 JOHN CAGE WAS ALL THE RAGE

He confirmed this to me in 1987, saying that he listened to 4’ 33” all the 
time and then quipped that he regarded anything else as an interruption! 

People continue to be intrigued by this – there has even been a CD devoted
to 4’ 33”. It meant that Cage wanted to condition the listener to accepting
whatever happens as music. He merely set up the mechanism – he said 
his role was as the maker of the camera who allowed someone else to 
take the picture. 

By the swinging 1960s Cage was in his heyday. He was internationally known,
if not understood. European composers like Pierre Boulez and Karlheinz
Stockhausen responded to his ideas even if they later rejected them. Boulez
rejected chance and Stockhausen said he regarded Cage as a kind of clown. 
It was also the era of happenings. In Cage’s Concert for Piano and Orchestra
(not called concerto) the players have parts written in detail but there is no
score to fit anything together. The players can choose which bits of their parts
to use and nothing is synchronised. At the first performance in New York in
1958 the conductor was the dancer Merce Cunningham – he had a part but
he wasn’t directing anything. It was a comic send-up of the whole apparatus
of musical performance: people laughed when they saw the pianist playing
underneath the piano!

Working with the visual aspects of music drew Cage towards a theatre of the
absurd, familiar in some of the plays of Eugène Ionesco and Samuel Becket as
well as earlier almost unknown examples by Satie and Stein. Cage regarded
everything as music and also became absorbed in the visionary ideas of
Marshall McLuhan and Buckminster Fuller. Cage was an idealist who said he
wanted to put the world right. He wrote a Diary in several instalments and
called it ‘How to Improve the World’ but fortunately added ‘you will only
make matters worse’. The complete Diaries have been recorded on eight CDs.
Cage gave lectures and structured them through the same kind of random
operations as his music – so they didn’t always make sense and frustrated
people at public occasions. There were occasions when he prepared answers
to questions in advance and gave them regardless of what was asked!

By the later 1960s Cage was an anarchist and he flirted naively with the 
ideas of Mao Tse Tung. Cage said he didn’t want a composer to be simply
‘someone who tells other people what to do’. He preferred our activities to 
be more chaotic. His certainly were – in 1967 he mounted a performance 
of what he called Musicircus at the University of Illinois. There is no musical
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JOHN CAGE WAS ALL THE RAGE 9

score and Cage never wrote a note. It was a concept piece and all he did was
to bring together as many performing groups as possible into a single large
auditorium and let them get on with it. I was responsible for putting this on
with students in Birmingham and London in 1972. You could walk about and
experience things from different positions. Such things turned Cage into a
celebrity – everything he did was news even if his name became a symbol 
for the way-out crazy.12

Cage had been producing books ever since Silence, his first and most
influential collection, was published in 1961. His books include essays as well
as verbal compositions intended to be performed. One of the earliest of his
lectures contains the words: ‘I have nothing to say and I am saying it and
that is poetry’.13 Cage worked directly with text as material when he became
obsessed with James Joyce, especially Finnegans Wake, his impenetrable 
final novel published complete in 1939. Cage made a series of what he called
Writings Through Finnegans Wake. This involved using techniques based on
the occurrence of letters in the name James Joyce within the text itself. The
result was to condense the text – some paragraphs became only a few words
– and create a kind of abstract poetry. For example, Cage’s Writing for the
Second Time Through Finnegans Wake starts at this point. This is Joyce: 

What true feeling for their’s hayair with what strawng voice 
of false jiccup! 
O here here how hoth sprowled met the duskt the father of
fornicationists but, (O my shining stars and body!) how hath
fanespanned most high heaven the skysign of soft advertisement!14

This is Cage’s condensation where the capital letters spell out JAMES:

Jiccup – the faAther – Most – hEaven – Skysign15

12 I wrote one of the earliest features on Cage to appear in a British music magazine.
The editor provided the title: ‘Way out with John Cage’, Music and Musicians,
February 1965: 32-34, 54, 56.

13 Cage, Silence, 109 and 147.
14 Joyce, Finnegans Wake, New York, 1959, 3.
15 Cage, ‘Writing for the Second Time through Finnegans Wake’, Empty Words: Writings

‘73–’78, Middletown, CT, 1979, 133. 
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The most remarkable result of Cage’s partnership with Joyce – using all this –
was a radio feature called Roaratorio, commissioned by three radio stations –
two German and one Dutch – in 1979. Cage visited many locations named 
in Finnegans Wake and recorded sounds on the spot; then he brought in Irish
traditional musicians doing their own thing; and Cage read the text himself.
All this was superimposed. The Irish musicians, shocked at first, came to love
it. When it was done at the Proms in 1987 it was also very colourfully danced
by the Merce Cunningham Dance Company. Roaratorio was a riot to watch 
in the Royal Albert Hall and a unique kind of radio drama.

From the late 1970s until his death in 1992 Cage’s art works consisted of 
a whole series of drawings and lithographs that have been published in books
and shown in art galleries before and since his death. He visited the Crown
Point Press in Oakland almost annually from 1978 which resulted in over 
600 works, mainly etchings. A particularly striking example appears on 
the opposite page (top). Nine years before that Cage had produced two
lithographs and a group of eight plexigrams – silk-screen prints on panels. 
The set was called ‘Not wanting to say anything about Marcel’ (Duchamp)
and the large lithographs on black paper (one opposite) contain pictures and
words arranged, as usual, by chance. When I said to Cage that I thought 
the details would have been far clearer on white paper he said that he just
wanted people to work a bit harder. 

His engagement with the written word continued with his series of books, some
about mushrooms, and several in limited editions such as The First Meeting of
the Satie Society which reworks existing authors in Cage’s fashion. In the field
of pure music Cage wrote a whole series of compositions called number pieces.
The numerical titles indicate the number of performers involved. In these pieces
he has gone back to providing actual notes, still based on chance, and gives the
performers a time within which to play or sing the notes. The result in almost
every case is sustained and consistently beautiful. It creates a tranquil final 
phase of deep spirituality in the last years of Cage’s life.  

10 JOHN CAGE WAS ALL THE RAGE
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JOHN CAGE WAS ALL THE RAGE 11

John Cage and Calvin Sumsion. Not wanting to say anything about Marcel. Lithograph B.
Eye Editions, Cincinnati, 1969. Copyright John Cage. Reproduced by permission of the 
John Cage Trust and courtesy of the Margarete Roeder Gallery, New York.

John Cage, River Rocks and Smoke: 4-11-90 #1. Collection: The John Cage Trust 
at Bard College.
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Discussion 

This lecture, with musical illustrations as well as visual projections courtesy of Laura
Kuhn and the John Cage Trust, was delivered to a large non-specialist audience.
Discussion showed awareness that almost half a century after the 1960s the
central Western tradition of classical music is less dominant so that some aspects
of what Cage was undermining are no longer there. One has only to glance at the
newspapers and the bookshops today to see the diminished position accorded to
serious culture in the twenty-first century. The whole scene has been enlarged and
diversified by popular culture, mixed media and multi-culturalism so that anyone
under the age of forty finds it hard to see the reasons for Cage’s stance, although
his predictions about noise contained within music have been realised and
accepted in the electronic aspects of pop for a generation or more.

I concluded by saying that everyone who knew John Cage found him to 
be an exceptional human being whose personal charisma made it possible 
for him to promulgate doctrines as apparently contradictory as removing
himself from his own work – and get taken seriously.

12 JOHN CAGE WAS ALL THE RAGE
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The Following Music Examples Were Heard During the Lecture:

1. From Five Songs [E. E. Cummings], 1938 – No. 4. [Meriel and Peter
Dickinson, Unicorn LP (1978), CD forthcoming].

2. First Construction in Metal, 1939. [Quatuor Helios, Wergo WER 6203-2].

3. Sonatas and Interludes, 1948. [Prepared piano: Philipp Vandré, Complete
Cage Edition, Vol. 14, Mode 50].

4. In a Landscape, 1948. [Piano: Anthony de Mare, Koch 3-7104-2HI].

5. Music of Changes I, 1951. [Piano: Stefan Schleiermacher, Complete Piano
Music, Vol 3, DGScene MDG 613 0786-2].

6. Concert for Piano & Orchestra, 1958. [Joseph Kubera, Orchestra of S. E.
M. Ensemble/Petr Kotik, Wergo WER 6216-2]

7. Diary: How to Improve the World, Part 2, 1966. [Cage, Wergo WER 6232-2]

8. Roaratorio: An Irish Circus on Finnegans Wake, 1979.[Cage, Irish
musicians, 62-track tape, Complete Cage Edition, Vol. 6, Mode 28/29].

9. Five, 1988. [Theatre of Voices/Paul Hillier, Harmonia Mundi HMU 907279]

Further Reading 

Cage’s books; many collections edited by Richard Kostelanetz; and a recent
survey by David Nicholls, John Cage (Urbana, IL: University of Illinois Press,
2007). The full-scale biography now in preparation by Pulitzer Prize-winning
biographer Kenneth Silverman will be a major event when it appears. 
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2004 ‘Maybe Nothing Ever Happens Once And Is Finished’: 
Some Notes On Recent Southern Fiction and Social Change
by Richard J. Gray

2005 Evaluating the Foreign Policy of President Clinton – 
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